
 

Web Board is a 
comprehensive, high-
powered, and fully-scalable 
Web Bulletin Board service. 
This powerful and easy-to-
use Web application allows 
you to provide a user-friendly 
online discussion system to 
use within your website.   

The Web Board has 
everything you need to get 
started in building an online 
community: the Web Board 
front-end view has an easy-
to-use interface, enhancing 
your Web pages’ interactivity, 
speed, and usability, and the 
robust Administration back-
end interface has a easily 
configurable set of menus 
that manages forums, topics,  
and posts, as well as member 
and payment information.   

  

Web Board v3.0 Main Features  
Categories, Forums, and Posts: You can have an unlimited number of 
categories, forums, and posts.  

Multiple languages: Setup boards in different languages.  

Private Messaging: Post private messages to forum members.  

Print Friendly Pages: Users can click an icon and get a web board posting in a 
printer friendly format.  

Guest Posts: You can allow only registered users to post or you can have your 
board open an allow guest posts.  

Member Types: Trusted user can be promoted to moderator status and handle 
board administration duties.  



 

Sticky Topics: Board posts can be promoted to sticky topic status and always 
remain at the top of a message listing.  

  

Buddy and Ignore Lists: Users 
can create buddy lists (lists of 
posters the user wants to read) and 
ignore lists (posters the users does 
not want to read).  

CAPTCHA: Web Board provides a 
CAPTCHA system that challenge 
posters, preventing automated 
scripts from posting ads on the 
guestbook.  

Hot Topic Flag: Posts can be 
automatically flagged as "hot".  

Ban IP Addresses: Take care of 
problem users in a snap by banning 
their IP.  

 

Paid Message Board Feature: You can configure your message board to accept 
PCI-compliant credit card orders for membership privileges.  

Pre-Set Themes: Get your message board up, running, and looking professional 
using one of Web Board's built-in theme options.  

Swear Filter: Web Board comes with a pre-configured swear filter (featuring all 
the popular swear words). You can edit and add new items as you see fit.  

BBC Code Support: Users can format their posts using BBCode (Bulletin Board 
Code). BBCode is a markup language used to format posts in many modern 
message boards.  
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